
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Martin Luther 

Martin Luther (der 10. November 1483-der 2. Februar 1546) 

Wartburg Festung bei Eisenach / Wartburg Fortress 
The devil and the ink well 

The room is quite sparsely furnished: there's a tiled stove, a desk, an armchair and a stool made from a whale vertebra. There is also a 

picture of Luther hanging on the wall and a bible on the table. The Book, desk and armchair are all replicas. Legend has it that the original 

table was dismantled chip by chip, as it was thought that wood-splinters from it could help ease toothaches. At some point, nothing 

remained of the original furnishings. 

Luckily at least the wall survived - even though tourists have been known to pocket bits of plaster from it. That is where the famous ink 

stain is thought to have been: According to legend, the devil himself hid behind the tile oven and Luther threw his inkpot at him. And 

despite research suggesting that there is no scientific proof for this story, many visitors still ask about the ink stain. 

The setting of the fabled Battle of the Bards - a tale immortalised in Richard Wagner's opera, "Tannhauser" 

2017 marks a special Reformation anniversary 

Wartburg Castle is already the most Reformation visited site in the world, according to the Wartburg Foundation. As 2017 is set to mark 

the 500th anniversary of the Reformation, there are even more visitors expected to come - especially for the May 4th start of the grand 

national anniversary exhibition "Luther and the Germans" at Wartburg Castle. 

According to legend, the Wartburg was founded in 1067 byludwig der Springer (Ludwig the Jumper). With him began the 

unprecedented development of the "Ludovinger• family, who ruled for more than 200 years as the most influential princes 

in the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation . Luther worked feverishly on his translation into German of the Bible in 

this medieval fortress. 


